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Frequently Asked Questions about the fund:  

about:syria  مساحات للجدل والنقاش 

 
 
1. What types of projects are being supported through the Fund?  
The Fund supports creative projects lasting up to six months that create sustainable spaces for 
dialogue. Dialogue is necessary wherever spaces for social exchange are lacking. This exchange can 
be quite controversial. The projects that will be supported do not necessarily need to be action-
oriented - the creation of spaces for dialogue should be their main focus. The Fund supports 
interventions that have a long-term impact on society and aren’t just a one-time event. Be creative 
regarding formats and topics, but please ensure that your work is inclusive, and state in your 
application what the problem is that you want to address by implementing this project. 
 
Projects can happen in person, virtually or both: Role-playing, simulations and games, or regular 
informal gatherings - just to name a few. Be creative!          
 
Here are a few ideas on possible topics and actions:  
 ⁃ Dialogue between Syrians inside and outside Syria or between Syrians living in different 
parts of Syria. 
 ⁃ Opening spaces for discussion: 

• between local population and political or de facto authorities, 
• between local and displaced actors, 
• between generations (young and old), 
• on everyday issues, such as how resources should be distributed, unemployment 

and other causes of social tensions 
• on gender equality 
• on how do you imagine social coexistence in the future? What is needed for it? 

What could a new social contract look like? 
• On reconstruction, or the impact international agreements have on your local 

reality.  
 
 
2. Is the focus on dialogue a requirement to receive funding? 
Yes. The grants aim to support projects that provide spaces for dialogue, discussion and debate for 
Syrians in Germany as well as for people living in northern Syria - in a trustful, easily accessible and 
innovative way.  
 
3.  Are there any projects excluded from funding?  
Yes, we do not support any: 
 ⁃ publications or book projects, 
 ⁃ documentation projects, 

⁃ merely artistic, cultural or sports projects that do not focus on intra-Syrian dialogue (folklore, 
etc.).  
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4. What is the difference between the three funding pots? 
There are 3 different funding opportunities: 

1. Small project funding: Grants between 2.000 Euros up to a maximum of 9.000 Euros per 
project. Initiatives with little experience in project implementation are welcomed to apply. This 
grant is specifically designed for smaller grassroots initiatives.  
2. Bigger project funding: Grants between 10.000 Euros, up to a maximum of 20.000 Euros 
per project. Only initiatives with previous experience in planning and implementing projects are 
eligible to apply for this funding category. 
3. You have a first idea about what and for whom you would like to initiate a dialogue project, but 
you are unsure about the exact context, needs, and what risks are involved? In this case, we invite 
you to apply for the funding pot called ‚Participatory project development and needs 
assessment ‘. We aim to support you in elaborating a general, unspecific project idea, by 
working in a participatory process on the assumed needs as well as possible challenges for 
dialogue. This will enable you to develop a more detailed project idea, which you can submit to 
about:syria in the next application round in May 2022. Within this funding category, as a result, 
you will have developed a written summary of your methods, identified needs and challenges for 
your planned dialogue project. Adopt a Revolution can support you during the process.   

 
5. What kind of support does a grant provide, is it merely financial or is there more?  
In addition to the financial support, we invite you to join our strategy platform. Here, all funded 
projects can meet and get in touch with each other. The platform aims at enabling exchange about 
successful strategies, challenges and maybe even failures you are facing/have faced while 
implementing your projects. We will also offer training on conflict-sensitive dialogue formats. 
 
Furthermore, smaller initiatives with little experience can get advice from us in how to plan and 
implement their projects.  
 
6. Where should the projects be implemented?    
Projects proposed by Syrian civil society initiatives/organizations in Germany and in northern Syria 
are eligible for funding. Projects must be implemented in Germany and/or northern Syria. In the case 
of Syria, the implementing initiative/organization must be located outside of the areas controlled by 
the regime.  
 
7. Who is eligible to apply?  
Syrian initiatives and organizations that have an initial proven track record in project implementation 
and are active in northern Syria or Germany. 
 
We explicitly invite small local initiatives to apply for this Fund.  
 
Individuals are not eligible to apply.  
 
8. Does our initiative/organization have to be officially registered in order to apply? 
No. 
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9. How, where and when can our initiative/organization apply?  
There are three open calls scheduled for 2022. To apply for the current open call, please send your 
complete application to apply.about.syria@adoptrevolution.org by Monday, February 28, 2022 
(23:59pm - CET).  
 
The second open call is planned for May 2022 and the third for July 2022. For dates on the new 
application rounds, keep an eye out on our regularly updated website.  
 
Please make sure to use our templates for your application! You can find them here. 
 
10. When will the projects be selected?       
For the first open call, the selection process is expected to be completed by March 31, 2022. 
 
11. When do the projects need to start and by when do they need to be completed? 
Projects applying for the first open call (deadline February 28, 2022) can start as of April 2022. 
Projects should have a maximum duration of 6 months and be completed latest by January 2023. 
 
12. Will there be an information session?  
In case you have any further questions, we will offer a virtual information session via Zoom on 
February 4, 2022 at 3pm (Berlin time) respectively 4pm (Damascus time) under this link.   
 
13. Can we submit more than one project proposal in this call for applications? 
No. Each initiative or organization can submit only one project proposal per call of application. You 
can though submit another project idea in the next call for applications.  
 
14. Does we need to have previous experience in implementing dialogue projects? Do you offer 
advice?  
To apply, it is important that your initiative/organization has already gained experience in 
implementing projects, however, experience in implementing dialogue projects is not required. We 
encourage you to develop innovative approaches and to try out formats that you may not have much 
experience with yet. If requested, the about:syria team will advise you on how to implement your 
project ideas.  
 
15. Does the requested funding amount need to cover the entire project costs?  
The requested funding amount should cover at least 75% of total project costs. If you are  
using funds from other donors to implement your project, please ensure that the project is completed 
by January 2023.  
 
16.  In which languages can we submit the application?  
Application documents are available in Arabic, English, or German. Applications can be submitted in 
all three languages. 
 
17. Do we need to provide a reference as part of the application? 
Yes. A reference person is a trusted individual who knows about your work but is not part of the 
project or your initiative/organization. It could be a local personality or another 

mailto:apply.about.syria@adoptrevolution.org
https://adoptrevolution.org/aboutsyria/#bewerbt-euch-jetzt
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/88529853924?pwd=a3VuVHZ2OEJNdFVHdGhzYUFwMFZ2Zz09
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initiative’s/organization’s staff member. It might also be a person who has participated in previous 
projects.  
 
18. Who will select the projects?  
An independent panel will select the projects by using a scoring model.  
The panel is composed of three people who were selected based on the following criteria: familiarity 
with the work of Syrian civil society organizations in Germany as well as in Syria, mixed gender 
composition of the panel, Arabic and German/English speaking. They also have a profound 
knowledge of Syria as well as regarding the project implementation in Syria. 
 
19: How do we know if about:syria has received our application?  
All applicants will receive a confirmation email. 
 
20. How do we inquire about the status of my application? 
Please contact us only if you have not received an acceptance or rejection five weeks after the 
application deadline. You can then email to about.syria@adoptrevolution.org. 
 
21. Can we get feedback on a proposal that was not selected for funding? 
Although we would be happy to provide feedback on all proposals, due to the large number of 
applications we receive, about:syria is unable to offer feedback on why proposals have been rejected.  
 
22. Who can we contact if we have further questions? 
If you have any further questions, please contact about.syria@adoptrevolution.org. We will get back 
to you as soon as possible. 
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